
fàn guǎn           

饭馆           

restaurant; Classifiers: 家

è            

饿            
to be hungry; hungry; to starve (sb)

diǎn cài           

点菜           

to order dishes (in a restaurant)

fú wù yuán          

服务员          

waiter; waitress; attendant; customer service personnel; Classifiers: 个

cài dān           

菜单           

menu; Classifiers: 份



pán            

盘            
plate; dish; tray; board; hard drive (computing); to build; to coil; to check; to examine; to transfer (property); ...

jiǎo zi           

饺子           

dumpling; pot-sticker; Classifiers: 个

bái cài           

白菜           

Chinese cabbage; pak choi; Classifiers: 棵

dòu fu           

豆腐           

tofu; bean curd

jiā cháng dòu fu         

家常豆腐         

home-style tofu



wǎn            

碗            
bowl; cup; Classifiers: 只

tāng            

汤            
surname Tang; soup; hot or boiling water; decoction of medicinal herbs; water in which sth has been boiled

mǐ fàn           

米饭           

(cooked) rice

yú            

鱼            
surname Yu; fish; Classifiers: 条

qīng cài           

青菜           

green vegetables; Chinese cabbage



kě            

渴            
thirsty

bīng            

冰            
ice; Classifiers: 块 ; to chill sth; (of an object or substance) to feel cold; (of a person) cold; unfriendly; (sla...

bīng chá           

冰茶           

liáng bàn           

凉拌           

salad with dressing; cold vegetables dressed with sauce (e.g. coleslaw)

huáng guā           

黄瓜           

cucumber; Classifiers: 条



hóng shāo           

红烧           

braised; simmer-fried (dish)

niú ròu           

牛肉           

beef

hǎo chī           

好吃           

tasty; delicious

jí le           

极了           

extremely; exceedingly

xiē            

些            
some; few; several; measure word indicating a small amount or small number (greater than 1)



gòu            

够            
enough (sufficient); enough (too much); (coll.) (before adj.) really; (coll.) to reach by stretching out

méi guān xi          

没关系          

it doesn't matter

shàng hǎi           

上海           

Shanghai municipality, central east China, abbr. to 沪

suān            

酸            
sour; tart; sick at heart; grieved; sore; aching; pedantic; impractical; an acid

là            

辣            
hot (spicy); pungent



tián            

甜            
sweet

xián            

咸            
surname Xian; all; everyone; each; widespread; harmonious; salted; salty; stingy; miserly

fàng            

放            
to put; to place; to release; to free; to let go; to let out; to set off (fireworks)

yán            

盐            
salt; Classifiers: 粒

wèi jīng           

味精           

monosodium glutamate (MSG)

ròu            

肉            
meat; flesh; pulp (of a fruit); (coll.) (of a fruit) squashy; (of a person) flabby; irresolute



sù            

素            
raw silk; white; plain, unadorned; vegetarian (food); essence; nature; element; constituent; usually; always; ever

là jiāo           

辣椒           

hot pepper; chili

táng            

糖            
sugar; sweets; candy; Classifiers: 颗

cù            

醋            
vinegar; jealousy (in love rivalry)

suān là tāng          

酸辣汤          

hot and sour soup; sour and spicy soup



táng cù yú          

糖醋鱼          

sweet and sour fish

wèi zi           

位子           

place; seat

zhuō zi           

桌子           

table; desk; Classifiers: 张

hǎo xiàng           

好像           

as if; to seem like

fú wù           

服务           

to serve; service; Classifiers: 项



shàng cài           

上菜           

to serve, also to put on plate

cuò            

错            
surname Cuo; mistake; wrong; bad; interlocking; complex; to grind; to polish; to alternate; to stagger; to miss; to...

zuò cuò           

做错           

to make an error

qīng chu           

清楚           

clear; distinct; to understand thoroughly; to be clear about

gāng            

刚            
hard; firm; strong; just; barely; exactly



wán            

完            
to finish; to be over; whole; complete; entire

mài            

卖            
to sell; to betray; to spare no effort; to show off or flaunt

mǎi dān           

买单           

to pay the restaurant bill

wàng            

忘            
to forget; to overlook; to neglect

dài            

带            
band; belt; girdle; ribbon; tire; area; zone; region; Classifiers: 条 ; to wear; to carry; to take along; to bear (...



qǐng kè           

请客           

to give a dinner party; to entertain guests; to invite to dinner

zhǎo qián           

找钱           

to give change

shī fu           

师傅           

master; qualified worker; respectful form of address for older men; Classifiers: 个

fàn kǎ           

饭卡           

meal card

            

            
 


